
157" cut.
Superior conditioning.

The NEW 1441 Discbine® disc mower-conditioner uses 12 discs to make a wide 157"cut
through your heaviest, toughest crop conditions. You'll clear large fieldsfast and condition
crops thoroughly for fast drydown.
■ Theadvanced independent modular design uses individual disc modules with sealed

gear cases connected by independent drive shafts for easy maintenance and repair,
a 102"chevron-design intermeshingrubber rolls provide high capacity and gentle,

even conditioning.
a Standard swivelhitchtongue gives you exceptional maneuverability to

make tight headlandturns and over-square corners &
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IWo jobs, one tool:
It's a tedder and a rake

The Model 255 rake tedder is a flexible machine it’s the tedder that also rakes,

■ Rake a swath into a windrow
■ Rake two windrows into one
■ Turn windrows for faster drying
■ Move crop away from fences or borders
■ Ted a 10'A-footarea to fluff up wet, matted-down crop for quick drying

And you can change the"2ss"from one function to another without tools!
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Big capacity.
Uniform chop.

No other forage harvesters give you best-in-class
capacity and chop quality. Only the new FP23O and
FP24O forage harvesters from New Holland.
■ Rugged 1,000-rpm driveline matches higher-horse-

power tractors. Use the FP23O with tractors up to
225 PTO hp and the FP24O with tractors up to 300
PTOhp.

■ Massive 12-knife cutterhead produces a uniform
length of cut from 3/16" to 1-5/16" with four knives.

■ Knife sharpening and shearbar adjustment are easy
to keep cutting performance at its best.

■ Optional on-board Crop-Pro™ crop processor makes
feed more digestibleand saves the expense and time
of using a stationary roller mill.

■ Optional Metalert® 111 electronic metal detector gives
you peace of mind.
Choose one ofthe forage harvesters that

deliverwhat matters—big capacity and IkiF
uniform chop. See the FP23O or FP24O today, newhooaio
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Put quality silage
under wraps

New Holland round bale wrappers are the low-cost alterna-
tive to traditional silage storage—they seal your silage bales in

"mini silos"You can harvest silage during peak feed quality,
store it with greaterflexibility, and feed it more efficiently with
less waste.

Choose from two models:
■ Model 827 P is an economic utility wrapper for medium-

volume silage producers
■ Model 837 P is ideal for custom harvesters or operations

wrapping large volumes of bales
Both offer a side-mounted lifting arm, three-belt

turntable, two large side-support rollers, and cable
controls.The 837 P is available with computer controls,

Stop by for a demonstration today l
&
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